What Is Trauma Bonding?

A Comprehensive Guide to Understanding Trauma Bonding

Mar 17, 2021 - By Amanda Kippert, DomesticShelters.org Editor

Imagine that you’re with a partner who’s abusive.
They’re degrading you verbally, they’re playing
psychological mind tricks, they’re gaslighting you
into doubting your own memories and they’re
even using violence, or threatening violence, in
order to scare you.
Yet, you feel a pull to stay with them. You feel
bad for them—they had a rough childhood, are
dealing with mental illness or addiction, or
they’re promising to change. What you’re feeling
may not be as much sympathy as it is something
else experts in the field of domestic violence
refer to as “trauma bonding.” You’re not alone it’s common for victims of domestic violence to
find themselves trapped with an abuser because
of this.

Definition of Trauma Bonding
Trauma bonding is a type of attachment that one
can feel toward someone who’s causing them
trauma. It brings with it not only feelings of
sympathy, compassion and love, but also
confusion, licensed mental health counselor
Stefanie Juliano, LPCC told DomesticShelters.org.
Signs of Trauma Bonding
If you think you might be experiencing trauma
bonding with an abusive partner, read through
this list of signs and see how many sound
familiar:
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

You feel stuck and powerless in the relationship
but want to make the best of it.
You don’t know if you trust the other person, but
you can’t leave.
You’d describe your relationship as intense and
complex.
There are promises of things getting better in
the future.
You “focus on the good” in the person, despite
behaviors you know are abuse.
You think you can change your abusive partner.

◼
◼

◼

Your friends and/or family have advised you to
leave the relationship, but you stay.
You find yourself defending the relationship if
others criticize it.
The abusive partner constantly lets you down,
but you believe them anyway.

How Does Trauma Bonding Happen?
There are a few suspected reasons why some
survivors experience trauma bonding and others
don’t.
Childhood Abuse. Trauma bonding can happen
for a variety of reasons but some experts,
including Mo Therese Hannah, Ph.D., chair and
co-founder of the Battered Mothers Custody
Conference, and professor of psychology at
Siena College, believe it can have roots in
childhood. Children whose parents were abusive
may grow up to find familiarity in a partner who is
abusive, feeling a sense of normalcy being
abused.
“Many of these survivors were abused as
children, often by their father, whom the abuser
may remind her of on an unconscious level,”
says Hannah. “She hopes that this time, as
opposed to during her childhood, she will be
loved and treated well.”
Obligation. Hannah says trauma bonding can also
occur when the victim feels a sense of obligation to
the abuser. “Certainly not all, but especially in
instances where a female survivor became bonded
to her abuser in her youth ... she feels dutiful and
obligated to him and, in most cases, at least for a
while, he has treated her well,” says Hannah. “He
may have been her ‘first great love,’ making her
reluctant to leave him, believing in his potential or
his capacity to return back to the way he used to
be."
(Continued on page 3)
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Survival Technique. Hannah says trauma
bonding has similar traits to Stockholm syndrome,
a term originally created to describe how victims of
kidnapping can begin to feel a connection to their
captors
over
time.
Psychotherapist
Paul
Hokemeyer says Stockholm syndrome, or trauma
bonding, are survival techniques.
“Rather than place themselves in an escalating
cycle of violence, [victims] consciously and
unconsciously figure out ways to deescalate and
resolve the conflict. In its most basic sense, this
is seen as surrendering to win. The victim gives
into the source of violence and aligns with it. In
so doing, they feel protected by their perpetrator
rather than hostile with them.”
Says Hannah, “Some women [who experience
trauma bonding] actually defend their abuser,
protecting him from others' criticisms; she may
do this out of fear or misplaced loyalty, or maybe
even out of magical thinking, that if she is loyal
and protective of him he will be the same way
toward her.”
A Dopamine Rush. Trauma bonding may also
be a type of addiction—not to the bad parts of
the relationship, but to the good. When something positive happens in the relationship, there
is an increase in the feel-good chemical
dopamine, as well as adrenaline and norepinephrine, two other chemicals that can make us feel
excited by the prospect of loving feelings. While
we aren’t technically addicted to dopamine or the
other chemicals, our memory will remind us of
the good feeling they create and we’ll seek out
these experiences again.
In other words, victims of abuse may be waiting
for that next “feel-good moment” in the relationship, keeping them trapped in a cycle of abuse
and relief.
How to Break the Bond
How can survivors break this bond, both during
the relationship and after they’ve separated from
their abusive partner?

1. Start documenting. It may help to start
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keeping
a
record
of
the
abusive
incidents your partner is inflicting so you can
more clearly see the cycle or frequency of
abuse, or notice its escalation. Consider
keeping a log at your place of employment or
a relative’s house where the abuser can’t
locate it. There are also smartphone
apps that can help you safely keep your records handy. This may also come in handy as
evidence in court later on.
2. Reach out for help. Talk to a trained
domestic violence advocate at a shelter near
you for help with safety planning in order to
separate from the abuser. Remember, you
can call an advocate for reasons other than
seeking shelter.
3. Cut off contact. Once you’ve separated,
avoid all contact with the abuser. Do not
respond to texts, phone calls or emails.
Delete or make private your social media
accounts and do not check your partners’
accounts. Separation will help you to more
clearly see what you may have been trapped
in and give you time to figure out what you’d
like to do next.
4. Find Support. Who can you turn to in your
support system? If it’s unclear, consider
seeking out an online support group, such as
the
DomesticShelters.org
Victims
and
Survivors Community, or explore virtual
therapy options.
5. Draw
boundaries
with
future
partners. Take what you’ve learned from
previous toxic partners and go forward into
healthier relationships in the future by
drawing clear boundaries at the start. Read
“Where Are Your Boundaries?” to learn what
boundary drawing looks like.
To download the What is Trauma Bonding toolkit
follow the link below and understand even
more what trauma bonding is so you can better
assess and understand your situation.

(https://www.domesticshelters.org/commonquestions/what-is-trauma-bonding)

This project was supported by Award # 2018 V2 GX 0010 by the Office of Victims of Crime, U.S. Department of Justice
through the South Carolina Office of the Attorney General. The opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations
expressed in this program are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Department of Justice.
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Undiagnosed Brain Injuries Common in Survivors

Ohio Study Leads to New Tools for Advocates and Survivors
Dec 2, 2009 - By Shelley Flannery, DomesticShelters.org Editor

Traumatic brain injury has gotten a lot of attention in recent years as professional football players
have come forward about the devastating effects of sustaining repeated concussions. But what about
domestic violence survivors? They sustain strikes and blows to their heads, too, and they don ’t get to
wear helmets.
A study by The Ohio State University and the Ohio Domestic Violence Network (ODVN) looked at the
prevalence of traumatic brain injuries among survivors and the effects of such injuries. What they
found was staggering. Out of the 49 study participants who reported having been physically abused
by a partner:

•
•
•
•
•

83 percent said they’d been strangled at least once.
81 percent said they’d suffered at least one head injury.
Half said they’d been hit in the head “too many times to remember.”
More than half had been choked or strangled “a few times.”
One in five said they’d been strangled “too many times to remember.”

Of course, there’s no team doctor running from the sidelines to help domestic violence survivors
when they’re injured. And that means many times, their brain injuries go undiagnosed and untreated.
Serious Side Effects
Head injuries and strangulation can result in death if severe enough. But survivors shouldn’t assume
they’re in the clear if they survive the incident. Brain injuries can lead to serious and long-term neurological problems that survivors might not know to attribute to the injury. And the effects are cumulative, meaning they build each time a head injury occurs.
Second impact syndrome is when another brain injury occurs before the first has healed. It is extra
dangerous given that a survivor may not exhibit serious symptoms—he or she may not even lose
consciousness—but the second impact could cause extreme swelling in the brain, increasing the risk
of death even if the second injury was far less severe.
What It Means for Survivors - and Advocates
The side effects of brain injury can be quite debilitating. They even can cause survivors difficulty in
accessing services.

Side effects of traumatic brain injury and strangulation include cog- “In general, what we found is the survivors
that we were speaking to didn’t realize the
nitive (thinking), physical and emotional problems, including:
symptoms that they have could be attributed
• Memory problems
to a brain injury, and those symptoms are
actually preventing them sometimes from
• Difficulty concentrating
receiving the full benefit of services from
• Trouble understanding
organizations they seek help from,” says
• Problems with balance
Julianna Nemeth, an assistant professor of
• Trouble seeing or hearing
health behavior and health promotion at Ohio
• Being very sensitive to noises or light
State and lead researcher of the study.
• Impulsivity
For example, survivors may have trouble
• Anxiety
following the steps needed to find help or
• Depression
follow through with it.
• Hopelessness
• Difficulty controlling emotions
(Continued on page 5)
Frontlines is published by SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition, 236 Union Street, Spartanburg, South Carolina 29302. Issues are released during April,
which is Sexual Assault Awareness Month and October, which is Domestic Violence Awareness Month. For more information about SAFE Homes-Rape
Crisis Coalition or comments about Frontlines, please contact Jennifer O’Shields, Editor, @ 864-5839803 or e-mail jennifer.oshields@shrcc.org.
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“Before the research, we expected survivors to come in and complete all the steps of their case plan,
and, if staying in shelter, to be able to get along with a roommate,” says Rachel Ramirez, ODVN’s
director of training. “But the very real symptoms of brain injuries could be part of the reason a survivor
might not be able to access our services, our services don’t work for them or them being asked to leave
our services.”
Ramirez says she hopes this knowledge will help advocates better understand the challenges
survivors face and how best to help them, even if that simply means being more patient and offering
more guidance through the process.
“We want to focus on changing the way that we work with survivors who might have brain injuries so
that we’re not requiring them to fit into the way that we do things, which I think sometimes programs
do unintentionally,” says Emily Kulow, ODVN’s accessibility project coordinator. “And so, it’s
providing the accommodations to survivors that we can while they are accessing our services. That
could be anything from changing the way we are meeting with survivors or where we’re meeting with
them to how they accomplish their goals while they’re working with us. So, if a survivor is not able to
remember meetings, perhaps we can set up a reminder system.”
Ohio Domestic Violence Network built an intervention called CARE to help its advocates educate
survivors on head injuries and more effectively serve them. The organization has made its CARE
advocacy tools available in English and Spanish on its website for advocates and survivors to
access.
Are you interested in learning more about brain injuries among domestic violence survivors? Check
out “How Strangulation Affects the Brain.”

OCTOBER IS DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
AWARENESS MONTH!

TAKE ACTION!
We are looking for YOU!
That’s right...YOU!!
Look at the ways you could make a difference
in your community:
24-Hour Crisis Line: Listen, Help, Refer
Clerical Duties: Answer Phones, Copies, Filing
Educations: Community Health Fairs
Emergency Shelter: Groups, Babysitting
Legal Advocacy: Assist, File, Organize
Special Projects: Domestic Violence & Sexual
Assault Awareness Months, Fundraising, Folding
& Labeling Newsletters
Thrift Store: Sorting, Organizing, Pickups
If you are interested in volunteering, please
contact Kendall Weaver at 864.583.9803 or
kendall.weaver@shrcc.org

Please let us know if you would you like to receive Frontlines via email?
Contact: SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition (Christine Kuzmich)
236 Union Street Spartanburg, SC 29302
Phone: 864-583-9803 ~ Fax: 864-583-9611 ~ Email: info@shrcc.org
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What Are the Power and Control Wheels?
comprehensive guide to the many versions of this helpful illustration that outlines tactics abusers use
Aug 16, 2021 - By Amanda Kippert, DomesticShelters.org
Many survivors of domestic abuse and violence will say that the first time they saw the Power and Control Wheel, what they were
going through suddenly made sense. This visual aid, used by advocates, psychologists, educators, healthcare workers and similar,
outline the common tactics used by abusers.
In this guide, we’ll talk about many of the different iterations that have been created for the Power and Control Wheel and how
they’ve helped myriad groups and communities better understand that they’re not alone in living through abuse.
The Power and Control Wheel was created by the Domestic Abuse Intervention
Project (DAIP) in 1984 to both help victims of domestic violence and to educate
abusive men. Through focus groups with survivors, they developed a wheel outlining the most common tactics of abusive partners. In contrast with the Cycle of Violence, the Wheel doesn’t imply these experiences happen in a certain order, but
rather, in combination, denote a pattern of power and control, the two facets that
hold the wheel together at its center.
Some of the tactics include:
Economic abuse, to deny the survivor access to money
Coercion and threats, like convincing the survivor to do something illegal
Intimidation, to keep the survivor fearful
Emotional abuse, such as degrading the survivor
Isolation, controlling when the survivor can leave the home
Minimizing, Denying and Blaming, such as gaslighting

Power and Control Wheel

Using the children, including threatening to file for custody if the survivor leaves
Male privilege, to define men’s and women’s roles

DAIP explained that they choose to be gender-specific with the wheel because men have been shown to commit the vast majority of
domestic violence assaults.
“Making the Power and Control Wheel gender-neutral would hide the power imbalances in relationships between men and women
that reflect power imbalances in society. By naming the power differences, we can more clearly provide advocacy and support for
victims, accountability and opportunities for change for offenders, and system and societal changes that end violence against
women.”
An Alternative Visual Aide: The Cycle of Abuse
The Cycle of Abuse was actually the first go of visual aids to describe
domestic violence experiences, introduced in 1979 by Lenore E. Walker, a
psychologist and renowned leader in the domestic violence field and
author of The Battered Woman, published that same year. The four-stage
cycle starts with a tension-building phase where the “victim becomes fearful
and feels the need to placate the abuser.” In stage 2, there is an incident,
which can include physical, emotional or verbal abuse. There may be anger,
blaming, threats and intimidation. After that, Walker theorized that there was
often a reconciliation stage where the abuser would try to give excuses for
their abusive choices or blame the victim, sometimes downplaying or
outright denying the abuse occurred (otherwise known as gaslighting). The
final stage is a period of calm where things seemingly go back to “normal.”
Sometimes, this is referred to as the “honeymoon stage.” But this doesn’t
last forever, and soon the cycle starts over again with tensions building up
before another incident.
Abuse Doesn’t Always Look Like This
Some advocates argue that, while the Cycle of Abuse may describe many survivors’ experiences, it can’t be applied to all, and that
Walker’s diagram oversimplifies abuse. Walker created the Cycle after interviewing 1,500 women who had been abused by their
husbands and, while a revolutionary concept at the time, didn’t take into account the nuances of dating relationships or same-sex
relationships.
(Continued on page 7)
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Brenda Hill, native co-director of the South Dakota Coalition Ending Domestic & Sexual Violence, told DomesticShelters.org that
since she began her career as an advocate in 1988, few cases of domestic violence she’s seen have followed this cyclical pattern.
“The second stage, the incident … negates the reality that there’s all kinds of violence, not just physical, which are continuous. And
there are some batterers who only beat up a victim once. After that, they just have to give a look.” She estimates less than half of the
survivors she’s worked with have ever experienced anything like a honeymoon stage after abuse. “After someone beats you up, they
can [be intimate] with you, but you’re not in a position to say no. You’re traumatized, shocked … so, it could be more like rape.”

The Equality Wheel
A short time after creating the Power and Control Wheel, DIAP determined it would
also be useful to have a wheel that illustrated the facets of what a healthy and safe relationship looked like.
“The team listened to women in support groups saying they knew one type of relationship but didn’t know an alternative. They wanted an example to be able to look for in
their lives,” Melissa Scaia, former executive director of DAIP, told
DomesticShelters.org.
The Equality Wheel includes characteristics of a safe relationship, such as trust and support, honesty, shared responsibility and respect.
“If you lay the equality wheel over the Power and Control Wheel, you’ll see they are
corresponding opposites,” Scaia says. “So, for instance, instead of emotional abuse,
you’ll see respect.”

Other Power and Control Illustrations:
The Abuse Later In Life Wheel outlines how abusers may target elderly victims of domestic
violence with slightly different tactics, such as financial exploitation, neglect and using
family members against them.

The Gay, Lesbian Bisexual and Trans Power and Control
Wheel specifies tactics abusers can use that specifically
apply to those who identify as LGBTQ+, including
threatening to “out” the survivor, keeping the survivor’s
name off joint assets or asserting that it can’t be abuse
because women can’t abuse women, or men can’t abuse
men.

The Violence Against Native Women: Battering is more of a triangle illustration that
outlines components of cultural and ritual abuse, as well as the other tactics abusers use
with non-native victims.
Here are a few more wheels that organizations have created to help survivors understand abuse:
Judicial Responses That Empower Battered Women Wheel, Police Perpetuated, Domestic Violence
Wheel, Deaf Power and Control Wheel, Military Power and Control Wheel, Teen Equality Wheel, Muslim Power and Control
Wheel, Lifetime Spiral of Gender Violence, Workplace Power and Control Wheel.
For a list of some 40 more power and control wheels and visual aids, including those translated into various languages from French
to Korean, see this list from the National Center on Domestic and Sexual Violence.

One of These Wheels Feels Familiar to Me … Now What?

If one of the wheels resonates with you or what’s going on in your relationship, it may be helpful to talk to a trained domestic
violence advocate at a hotline (find one here near you) who can help you better understand abuse, formulate a safety plan and assess
what level of danger you may be in. These danger assessments can also be useful in putting things in perspective.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
October 8, 2021

17th Annual United We Stand….
Interpersonal Violence Webinar Conference

Registration: 8:00am/Program 8:30am - 3:45 pm
October 14, 2021

8th Annual Cherokee County Sheriff’s Office
Candlelight Vigil
6:00pm Gaffney City Park (205 N. Limestone St.)

October 21, 2021

1VOICE Hub City ~ Art For Change
5:30 pm –8:30 pm - RJ Rockers Brewing Co.
www.1voicehubcity.com

October 29 November 5, 2021

Uptown Sertoma ~ Auction For A Cause
Virtual Event: www.auction4acause.net
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SAFE Homes-Rape Crisis Coalition (SHRCC)
provides services to victims of domestic
violence in Spartanburg, Cherokee and Union
Counties and victims of sexual assault in
Spartanburg and Cherokee
Counties

November 25-26, 2021 SHRCC Main Office, Satellite Offices, and
Courthouse Office Closed for Thanksgiving Holiday
(Shelter/Crisis Line Operates 24-Hours)
December 4, 2021

The Shop’s Annual Toy Poker Run

December 23-24, 2021
December 27, 2021
January 3, 2022

SHRCC Main Office, Satellite Offices, and
Courthouse Office Closed for Christmas Holidays
& New Years Day
(Shelter/Crisis Line Operates 24-Hours)

www.theshopshots.com

For more information or assistance,
please call 864-583-9803 or 1-800-273-5066
Email: info@shrcc.org ~ www.shrcc.org
Facebook: SHRCC Spartanburg ~ shrccthriftstore
Twitter: SHRCC ~ Instagram.com/shrcc
Pinterest.com/shrcc

To subscribe to Frontlines, SHRCC Newsletter,
please go to our website at www.shrcc.org
Click on the Prevention Tab/Learn More
& Scroll down for Frontlines

